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© 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its branches there may not be such a thing as perfect winter boots, but the North face back to Berkeley boots come very close. They are a unique blend of old-school silhouy and modern technology. Modern technology of these boots includes PrimaLoft insulation,
HydroSeal waterproofing and OrthoLite ReBound footbed. In plain English, these are boots that not only look good, but are also waterproof, warm and comfortable. We'll take a look at some of the best features of Back to Berkeley boots, but we'll also look at where the boots are missing expectations. Read
to find out whether the North face should be back at Berkeley boots your next purchase. You might expect your usual winter boots to be smolics and heavy, but that's not the case with the iconic North Face Back-to-Berkley boots. These hiking boots are incredibly lightweight with just 1.2lb to boot, and
won't slow you down one piece. This is mainly because the base of the boots is quite thin and flexible, but you still manage to provide enough support. The upper part of the scorpion is made of full grain leather and has a hydroseal waterproof membrane. Boots Back to Berkeley should dry you completely
when threaded through the snow. If you want to test them in heavy rain and slushu, we suggest you look at a few additional water-resistant options, such as spray, or rubbing, just to be safe. The inside of the boot itself has a compression mold TPU heel clip, OrthoLite ReBound footbed, so you'll have
enough ankle and bow support with each step you take. The base is machine wash and you don't have to worry about it being dirty or smelling (after those long hiking!). These boots are equipped with compression-mold EVA midsole. This is important because the centre of the scorp is part of the scorpion
that stops you from feeling every pebble you step on. With the sole for EVA, your boots back to Berkeley will make you comfortable as long as you wear them. Buying new shoes is exciting until you have to wear them for the first time. Many people break horribly in new shoes, what with all the blisters and
pain that seems to occur after the first 5 minutes. Well, we have good news for you; They are good to go straight out of the box! It may take a day or two for the boots to fully adjust to their feet, but they feel like they've already been broken in because they're just not as numb and heavy as some other
winter boots. North face Back to Berkeley boots are also faithful to size, so you can safely order the size you normally wear. On the inside, they're a little wider than they look on the outside. This just means you can wear thick, off socks with boots, and you can tighten them as much as you want with We
found that north face generously involves about leg longer shoelaces than you actually need. However, this issue can be resolved quite easily, with shorter shoelaces. The North Face Back to Berkeley boots boast PrimaLoft silver insulation, which was designed to keep the heat in cold and even wet
weather. In all conditions, she manages to maintain body heat without being swamped, which is always a big plus in our book. With PrimaLoft silver insulation, the boots are incredibly warm and there's no doubt that your feet will warm no matter how deep in the snow they go. But it also means that the
boots are too warm during warmer weather. If you're looking for something you can wear all year round, then take another look at another boot. These boots are equipped with a durable TNF Winter Grip rubber sole with IcePick temperature sensitive lungs. The Winter Grip sole will provide excellent
tossing in compact snow. IcePick rubber lungs are actually sensitive to temperature. As it gets colder, the lungs become more complex to ensure that you have traction on all types of snowy surfaces. When conditions become warmer, the lungs soften to provide you with traction and grip on wet surfaces.
That said, back to Berkeley boots are not the perfect choice for icing surfaces. They perform great in the snow, but they fall a little short on the floating underpasses. They don't provide much better grip than your usual rubber boots, for double the price. Pro Tip: If you really want to stay safe in icy
conditions, the only real way to maintain traction is to get yourself a pair of iced hip boots. Even though we're looking at the winter boot here, we can never completely ignore the style. We've already found that North Face Berkeley boots get A+ for functionality, so it's only appropriate to look at how they
look. Back to Berkeley boots boast an old-school design of hiking boots, but paradoxically they look very modern. They're very elegant and you can wear them almost anything. North Face Back to Berkeley boot can be found in 6 different colors: TNF Black, Brickhouse Red, Zinc Gray/Ebony Gray,
Chocolate Brown and Golden Brown, Dijon Brown and Carafe Brown. Our favorite style must be Dijon Brown! The North Face Back to Berkeley Boots and Dijon Brown The North Face Back to Berkeley Boots and Carafe Brown/Ketchup Red The short answer is yes, surely you should buy them – if you're
looking for winter boots that will make walking in the snow much more bearable, then these are perfect. They'll give you a big toss, and your legs will warm up and dry. North Face Back to Berkeley boots are also incredibly comfortable and lightweight, especially for winter boots. Best of all, you'll wear them
well. I'll probably take some compliments from you. You shouldn't buy these great boots if you're looking for a shoe that you can wear in the warmer months. For? Due to the silver insulation PrimaLoft are very warm and therefore not suitable for spring/summer. They may not provide you with the perfect
grip on the semi-surfaces, but we haven't found the boots yet. When we find them, we'll tell you for sure! Go to Amazon.com to find a lot on the North Face back to Berkeley boots. BackThe North Face Back-To-Berkeley Redux LeatherReview SummaryWrite a Review70%5Rated 5 stars of 515%4Rated 4
stars of 54%3Rated 3 stars of 55%2Rated 2 stars of 56%1Rated 1 stars out From 581%Felt true to size93%Felt true to width64%Moderate arch supportSort by:Overall5Rated 5 stars of 5Comfort4Rated 4 stars of 5Style5Rated 5 stars of 5Review for Zappos VIP Points(What's this?) Poor supportgreat
SupportI live in Wisconsin and these are perfect winter boots. We just had a pretty big snowstorm and the boots worked perfectly when I had to clean the car and shovel. They are very elegant, so much so that they almost don't look like winter boots. My legs are very warm and they're holding the snow
outside. They also dry very quickly. Eric, Zappos Customer, December 13, 20164 this assessment was found useful. Overall5Rated 5 stars from 5Comfort5Rated 5 stars from 5Style5Rated 5 stars from 5Poor SupportGreat Support I bought this shoe for my son. He liked it. It is comfortable to walk long
distances and during snow shovels. Susan, Zappos Customer, December 25, 20162 this review found useful. Overall5Rated 5 stars of 5Comfort5Rated 5 stars of 5Style5Rated 5 stars of 5Review for Zappos VIP Points(What's this?) Poor supportGreat SupportGreat boot! This is my second couple BackTo-Berkeley. The first couple served me well for about 4.5 years and it was easy time for something new. The fit is about the same as my old pair: as light as a shoe, but they have the support and ski lift of an excellent hiker... And they're surprisingly warm. It seems to me that even in 10-20 degree
weather, regular socks work perfectly for a typical bus-to-5-block-walking to work. Chrish, Zappos Customer, December 9, 20162 this review found useful. A total of 5 stars from 5Viewed on the North Face USNo should be broken, soft and flexible. There's no problem with vehicle management. Good
casual design with retro throwback. A good fit, unlike some TNF, you need size to fit, due to heavy insulation. I like that these shoes aren't too hot, they are warm, but not too much, so they can stay inside. Waterproof surface and good traction. I highly recommend itBacktocountry, October 3, 20152 found
this review helpful. Overall3Rated 3 stars from 5Comfort4Rated 4 stars from 5Style3Rated 3 stars from 5View of Zappos VIP Points(What is it?) I love you. boots very convenient and comfortable, but the problem is that I just buy it and the next day I gat have put a low price %30 off what happened Toctor,
Zappos Customer, November 24, 20162 found this review helpful. A total of 2 stars out of 5Shi on the North Face CAThis generation of Berkeley was a replacement for the couple I had two years ago. Both were waterproof, but both were unhappily decayed in snowy urban environments. I can honestly
say that I have not even tortured these in a narrower environment by deliberately walking in puddles - only in a few inches of snow. The replacements didn't last a single season. Buy them for dry urban environments, but don't depend on them for anything more than that. Otherwise these shoes are super
comfortable, and have the right price balance vs looks.2 this review has found useful. Total 2 Rated 2 stars from 5Viewed on the North Face USThese definitely are not waterproof. I bought them for my boyfriend, who does a lot of outdoor work and he needed some good boots to keep his feet warm and
dry in the winter weather. The first day they were worn on a rainy slushy day in NYC feet they were wet with cold water. He later wore them several times because he had no other option and because he liked the look of the shoe. That was so disappointing. On the other hand, it warms your legs in days
when it's not strong out there. Trinbagojewels, March 9, 20182 this comment found helpful. General2Rated 2 stars from 5Reviewed at The North Face CABought it for day-to-day use, because old boots getting too old, time for a change are... normal footwear. Elegant and uneasy at the beginning, it feels
warm inside BUT then it feels like it's soaked in feet (not enough waterproof ? leak ? sweat ? don't know) and sometimes it feels like it's a little cold on your feet. In addition, the first clip at the front (sideways) rubbed on the bones of my feet (dwarf pedestal) and it hurt me! I usually wear nine but it was too
long, 8 was fit and the clip hurts... could'nt to try 8.5 bc none was in stock in the store.2 this review found useful. General1Rated 1 stars from 5Viewed on the North Face USI bought these as a winter boot to walk my dog around town/along paths. They are immediately out of the box, but at first use, they
are actually the opposite of waterproof. The legs were wet in 30 minutes just from walking through the floured grass. After a few months, she's already started working. I filled out a warranty request with North Face and sent them back just to return them with a note that can't fix a great idea on paper, but
that's all I need to ever buy from this company again. If you want the right boots, use the right company instead.2 this review has found useful. Total 1Rated 1 stars from 5Reviewed at The North Face USBad design. The other day wear it and find both tougues close to the other eye will Extract. See the
picture you can see. On a rainy day or outdoor use, it will be ero. One star because the name for North face2 shoes was useful. A total of 5 stars from 5Viewed on the North Face USI live in northern Michigan and our winter season is 6 months and they have durable, warm, comfortable and stylistic shoes
to be and these shoes/boots are absolutely perfect and they certainly recommend them. North face for life!1 found this review helpful. Total rating 4 stars from 5View of The North Face USI thoroughly enjoy this shoe. I only had it for less than a year, with about four months of standing use. Two weeks
ago, I noticed that the front of the shoes were starting to split up and peel off. I didn't report any important outdoor activities to these shoes. I only wore them for work, and then I took them off to put on my work boots. I'm really upset by the fact that I was looking forward to hiking, cooling with snow, along
with other outdoor activities in them, but that's not going to happen now. I really like the shoe. I'm worried about buying another couple if it does the same thing. I'd give her five stars. Unfortunately, I can only assess it on the quality and the last one now. It's three stars. Carlos T, February 22, 20191 this

comment found helpful. General1Rated 1 stars from 5Reviewed at The North Face USI bought these for my man for Christmas i really wanted tgem because of the cool retro look and to be waterproof. We live in Truckee, there's snow, puddles and icy roads all winter. Maybe for a quick trip to the store,
you'd be great, or his legs are wet in sweat, because these shoes don't have a breathing pod. They're like a sauna on his feet. He literally has to bring another pair of socks to turn into a 1/2 way through the day. That doesn't happen with any of his shoes or boots. I wish I could get my money back fair.
Odinsmom, January 30, 20191 this comment found helpful. Overall5Rated 5 stars of 5Comfort5Rated 5 stars of 5Style5Rated 5 stars of 5Verified PurchaseReview for Zappos VIP Points(What's this?) Poor supportGreat SupportGreat boots. It's a complete leather and is completely waterproof. Look great,
too. Highly recommended. Anonymous, Zappos Customer, April 5, 20200 this review found useful. A total of 5 stars from 5View on the North Face USI have worn these shoes in every state: from the safari of South Africa, to the narrower winter of Canada, including rainshine state in Florida, and they all
resisted. Kervaughan, March 3, 20200 this comment found useful. Total5 Rated 5 stars from 5View of North Face CAMy everyday shoe/boot. My legs are easy to cool off, and they have just the right amount of insulation. I never write grades, but I had to tell you how much I love you! I've already for friends
and they have already got them and they love them too! I will definitely get some more par in different colors.0 found this review useful. Overall5Rated 5 stars of 5Comfort5Rated 5 stars of 5Style4Rated 4 stars of 5Verified PurchaseReview for Zappos VIP Points(What's this?) Poor SupportGreat
SupportLooking for a replacement North Face boot (previous ones last a solid 8 years), I wanted something that's not *obviously* a boot, but still had the ability to keep my feet warm and provide traction walking to and from work (about 2 miles) in Chicago winters. Granted, the last couple wasn't the worst
weather in the world - it was more than satisfactory. Comfortable to wear all day, keep my feet comfortable in below zero temps, and can cross the ice and snow with relative ease. Great buy! Stephen, Zappos Customer, February 1, 20200 this review found useful. Overall5Rated 5 stars of
5Comfort5Rated 5 stars of 5Style5Rated 5 stars of 5Verified PurchaseReview for Zappos VIP Points(What's this?) Poor supportGreat SupportThat is an excellent lightweight boot that is designed to be elegant. It won't be the most durable boot in the world, not designed for hard work outdoors on a
consistent basis. Don't buy a scorpion thinking it will last for 2 years during day-to-day work. This is a very comfortable boot that looks great with jeans. This is a very light scorpion that will keep your feet dry &amp; warm enough under moderate conditions. If you're looking for a casual winter boot to wear
this is the perfect boot. It exceeds my expectations for comfort and stamina. Lucas, Zappos Customer, January 28, 20200 this review found useful. Overall5Rated 5 stars of 5Comfort5Rated 5 stars of 5Style4Rated 4 stars of 5Verified PurchaseReview for Zappos VIP Points(What's this?) Poor
supportGreat SupportUse for the weekend in the snow and so far good. I have narrow feet and these felt great with a good fit. They were warm and dried my legs. It's not super tall, so some snow got in the ankle, but a nice look and compromise for another alternative, which is a tall bulkier boot. Zinc color
is ok and slightly neutral. Anonymous, Zappos Customer, January 8, 20200 this review found helpful. The Overall5Rated 5 stars of 5Viewing the North Face USI was looking for a boot for both everyday and weather. Peferct weight and pillow. I stepped on the first day and my ankle was well supported.
Now they have an everyday boot from autumn to spring. Watch the mud! Worn during the rain and did the trick, but would not recommend standing in high puddles. I'm sure I'd get another pair! The new service of The North Face!0 has helped me. General Rated 5 stars of 5View of The North Face
CATese are not serious hiking or working boots, negative reviews of people who use them as such should taken with a grain of salt. They are really size, I size up to half the size and didn't have too much. They are reasonable warm and waterproof, but they are not for serious hiking or work, they are
casual fashion boots. Lace is significantly too long, but the tongue could be more upsly and come higher. When laced up lace can sit higher than tounge.0 this review has found useful. Overall5Rated 5 stars from 5Reviewed at The North Face USLove boots. They look great and generally feel comfortable.
The high top is a bit difficult and I can feel it around my ankle. He'll probably feel more comfortable when it breaks in. My only challenge is that they're filled with primaloct and that my legs are too hot. It would be great for hiking in the snow. Unfortunately, I live in a very warm place and it won't work for
me.0 i found this review helpful. Overall5Rated 5 stars from 5Viewed on The North Face USGreat color and material! Will wear for winter in the snow!0 this review has found useful. Overall5Rated 5 stars from 5Comfort5Rated 5 stars from 5Style5Rated 5 stars from 5Poor SupportGreat SupportLove
them. The only complaint is that the metal hooks on top of the lace could be easier to use. They are square and straight and so they need to take some more time to lace them up, as flat lace should be hit in them. Round lace in round metal hooks are easier. But it's smaller. Anonymous, Zappos
Customer, October 14, 20190 this review found helpful. A total of 5Rated 5 stars from 5Viewed on the North Face USi got these to gaud through the rain without having to deal with moisturizing socks. I got two pairs because I didn't know what it was going to be like. I usually wear 12 in Nike, the pair that
suit me were 11.5, 12 were too big. It seems to be different for people, compared to other reviews I've read. One thing I really appreciate about these is that the tab on the back of the scorpion is about half way up, which reduces the change in your panty cuff that gets caught on it and doesn't fall all the
way down. Itsforandres, April 22, 20190 this comment found helpful. Previous page1234 ... 10Union page
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